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IDENTIFICATION OF PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES

1.Containment relation? (faithful output up 
to deletions/insertions at edges) → No

ɡuɡum  kenɡuʁ̞u
kenɡuʁu̞  ɡuɡum

Example: /kenɡuʁ̞u/ ‘kangaroo’→ [ɡuɡum]

INTRODUCTION

• Algorithms for analyzing transcribed speech corpora
• Implemented in Visual Basic for Applications for Microsoft Excel 
• Fast processing of large corpora
• User-friendly interface
• Editable phonological knowledge base:
 Phonetic table: segments and features
 Diacritics: diacritical marks and their operations

 Flexible operators: diacritical marks with alternative operations
 Functional names: entities of special status (e.g., prosodic markers)
 Phonological processes: definitions by altered and preserved features
 Feature groups: grouped phonological features (e.g., manner, place)

ɡuɡum

uɡumɡuɡu

 ɡu


Right branchLeft branch

   

2.Maximal identity-mapping
I. Trim output from both edges, 

until both branches are contained 
in target, or reduced to null

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Target k e n ɡ u ʁ̞ u #

↕ ↕ ↕ ↕ ↕ ↕ ↕ ↕
Output # # # ɡ u ɡ u m

mapped           unmapped

II. Anchors: left: extrapolated 
position of 1st output segment (ɡ) 
in target (4)
right: extrapolated position of last 
output segment (m) in target (8)

III.Correspondence map: # = indel: 
insertion (target) / deletion 
(output)

3.Minimized weighted differences
I. Build feature representations of 

tokens (apply diacritical operators)

Place Manner …
k [VELAR] [PLOSIVE] …

ʁ̞ [UVULAR] [APPROX.] …

Seg
Dist.

k
#

e
#

n
#

ʁ̞
ɡ

u
u

#
m

Sum

Pos. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Feat. 6 6 6 5 0 6 29

II. Find n-tuple(s) of pairs of target-
output unmapped segments that 
minimize position and feature
distances

 Metathesis: summed feature 
distance < summed position 
distance

[CONT] 
/ʁ/̞ +
[ɡ] -

 Stopping
III.Identify phonological processes 

based on feature differences

Feature groups: (1) Major classes ([SON]) • (2) Major place ([COR]) •
(3) Minor place ([ANT]) • (4) Manner ([CONT]) • (5) [VOICE] •
(6) Vowel features ([HIGH])

Target k e n ɡ u ʁ̞ u #
Output # # # ɡ u ɡ u m



Target d d d f f p f
Output f f p f e

d = deletion • e = insertion
f = faithful • p = stopping

4.Correspondence strings
• Deletions apply only to target tokens
• Insertions apply only to output tokens

PHONOLOGICAL QUERIES

Example: Prevocalic voicing of plosives: ([PLOSIVE],{Voicing})V

1.Decode query string: scan query string and identify units. Convert 
names of phonological processes to correspondence codes, and create 
hierarchical query structure:

2.Convert corpus: create representations for all corpus tokens in terms 
of relevant features (apply diacritical operators)

Find target tokens containing a plosive 
that has undergone voicing (level 1) 
before a vowel (level 2)

Token Manner CV Processes

pit͡ʃ [PLOSIVE][VOWEL][AFFRICATE] CVC {V}ff

[PLOSIVE]

{V}
V

1 2Level:

3.Filter columns: show only tokens containing relevant phrases ([PLOSIVE]
in Manner column, V in CV column, {V} in processes column)

4.Query:
I. Find all tokens containing level 1 phrases ([PLOSIVE] in Manner column, 

{V} in Processes column) 

II. Calculate end position of level 1 phrase with respect to level 2 
column ([PLOSIVE] is a single unit and should correspond to a single 
character in the CV column)

III.Count tokens containing level 2 phrases (V) immediately after the end 
positions of all level 1 phrases

DIACRITICAL MARKS AS PHONOLOGICAL OPERATORS

/kʼ/
Feature Place
Before [VELAR]
After [VELAR-GLOTTAL]

1.Add:

/tʰ/
Feature [SPREAD GLOTTIS]

Before -

After +

/t/̪ /b/̪
Feature Place Place
Before [ALEVOLAR] [BILABIAL]
After [DENTAL] [LABIODENTAL]

/k͡p/
Feature PLACE [LAB] [DOR]
Before [VELAR], [LABIAL] -,+ +,-
After [VELAR-LABIAL] + +

2.Change:

3. ChangeFlex:

4. Combine:
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Example: /pit͡ʃ/ ‘peach’ → [bit͡ʃ]

 


